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Abs t rac t 

Newton methods for nonlinear problems are known to require the solution of 
a sequence of linear problems of the same type. For very large scale problems, 
as understood herein, the arising linear systems can only be solved by iterative 
methods. Then Newton's iteration appears as outer iteration. The question 
of interest will be to control the accuracy of the inner iteration such that the 
convergence speed of Newton's method is preserved. The purpose of the paper 
is to combine the concept of inexact Newton methods with the concept of the 
affine invariant exact Newton methods — which is important for problems with 
ill-conditioned Jacobian matrices (such as typical 2-D or 3-D discretized partial 
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0. Introduction 
Newton methods for nonlinear systems are known to require the solution of lin
ear systems per each iterative step. For problems up to moderate size standard 
elimination methods will be sufficient. Beyond that, there is a class of large scale 
problems that can be efficiently solved by sparse elimination techniques — this 
class typically includes discretized partial differential equations (PDE's) in one 
space dimension (1-D). For even more complex problems, which are called very 
large scale problems herein, iterative linear solvers may appear to be the only 
methods of choice. This problem class includes, for example, discretized PDE's 
in 2-D and 3-D on sufficiently fine meshes or, in general, engineering systems 
which consist of a large number of individual modules. As a typical common 
feature of such problems, the system module structure permits an efficient way 
of evaluating the associated Jacobian matrix times a given vector — which is 
the essential prerequisite for the applicability of iterative linear solvers. 

Assume now that an iterative method for a very large scale linear problem is 
at hand. Then so-called inexact Newton methods can, in principle, be applied 
to tackle the associated very large scale nonlinear problem. In this case, the 
Newton iteration appears as outer iteration, whereas the iteration to solve the 
arising linear system per each Newton step appears as inner iteration. In view 
of an efficient implementation, the question of interest will be to determine the 
accuracy required in the inner iteration such that the convergence speed of New
ton's method is preserved. In other words, a theoretically satisfactory matching 
between the termination criteria of the inner and outer iteration is needed. This 
question has been studied in some detail be D E M K O / E I S E N S T A T / S T E I H A U G [2] 
for local Newton methods. Their matching criterion is based on a comparison 
of the norms of the residuals of the inner and outer iteration. However, there 
is enough theoretical and empirical evidence (from moderate size up to large 
scale nonlinear problems) showing that any convergence criteria based on resid
ual norms will drastically slow down the iterative process whenever the arising 
Jacobian matrices are ill-conditioned— a fact which led to the development of 
so-called affine invariant Newton methods (compare DEUFLHARD [3], or the 
more recent monograph [4]). For exact Newton methods, which are connected 
with direct elimination methods, affine invariant local convergence theorems 
have been given by DEÜFLHARD/HEINDL [6]. For inexact Newton methods, 
YPMA [9] presented local convergence results in an affine invariant setting. The 
latter approach, however, has two serious defaults: 

a) inexact Newton methods (with non-vanishing inner residuals) are formally 
no longer affine invariant — hence, the motivation of [6] for an affine 
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invariant theoretical characterization is no longer given, 

b) unless the not affine invariant matching criterion of [2], the affine invariant 
matching criterion of [9] cannot be cheaply implemented. 

It is the purpose of the present paper to derive a cheaply implementable exten
sion of affine invariant exact Newton methods to the case of inexact Newton 
methods. The extension is n ° t affine invariant, unless all inner residuals vanish. 
In Section 1, both local and global inexact Newton methods are analyzed in 
theoretical terms. Recall that local Newton methods require "sufficiently good" 
guesses of the solution points as starting points, whereas global Newton meth
ods, by virtue of damping strategies, are applicable to "bad" guesses as well. In 
Section 2 the theoretical results are used to work out details of an algorithmic 
implementation. 

1. Theoretical Background 

Let F(x) — 0 with F : D Q IRn -* IRn, F € C*{D), be a nonlinear system to 
be solved. Then inexact Newton methods are characterized by the fact that the 
linear systems arising in each step of the Newton iteration {outer iteration) are 
themselves solved by an iterative method {inner iteration). 

1.1 Local inexact Newton method 

The ordinary inexact Newton method may be written as {k = 0,1, . . . ) 

a) F'{xk)sk = -F{xk) + rk, 
(1.1) 

b) xk+1 = xk + sk . 

in terms of the Jacobian matrix F'{xk), the outer residual F{xk) and the inner 
residual rk. The termination criterion of the inner iteration controls the size of 
the inner residual. The question of interest is to produce an efficient matching 
between the termination criteria of the inner and outer iteration. The main the
oretical results of DEMKO/EISENSTAT/STEIHAUG [2] are that local convergence 
can be obtained under the assumption 
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and that superlinear convergence can be assured if 

lim rjk = 0. (1-3) 
fc—>oo 

The characterization (1.2) is not affine invariant. An affine invariant local con

vergence analysis has been given by YPMA [9]: there (1.2) is replaced by the 

condition 
||JP'(a:fc)-1r*|| 

— Ü — ) — Ü— < v < v < i . (1.4) 
\\F'{xk)^F{xk)\\ ~ k ~ V ' 

Accordingly, superlinear convergence shows up under the condition 

lim vk = 0 . (1.5) 
k—»oo 

Unlike (1.2), the condition (1.4) cannot be cheaply monitored in the computa

tional context described above. 

The approach to be followed herein is to treat inexact Newton methods within 

the frame of Newton-like methods (compare the basic paper of RHEINBOLDT [8] 

and the more recent paper of DEUFLHARD/HEINDL [6]). This can be done by 

formally defining some nonsingular Jacobian approximation M(xk) such tha t 

(1.1) reads 

M(xk)sk = -F(xk) . (1.6) 

Herein the nonsingularity of M(xk) is a natural assumption, as long as the 

inner iteration is realized as an explicit recursion. This formulation takes into 

account that the Jacobian F'(x) is formally available, but its inverse F'(x)"1 is 

unavailable and must be approximated — by M(x)'1. Hence, the condition 

| |M(** ) - iF ( s* ) | | - Sk~ S < l ( L 7 ) 

can also be monitored in the computational process. One may easily observe 
that 

| M ( x fc ) - i r fc | | \M{xk)-1[M{xk) -F'{xk))sk\ 

\\M(xk)-lF{xk)\\ = p|j (L8 ) 

The reformulation as a Newton-like iteration leads one to the following asymp

totic convergence results. 

T h e o r e m 1 Notation as just introduced. Let M(x),x G D, be nonsingular, 
defined by (1.1) and (1.6). In addition to (1.7) assume that 

iiMCxV^^+'-^-n^^ii^^ii^ir, <e[o,i]. (i.9) 
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Then the asymptotic convergence rate of the inexact Newton iteration (1.1) can 
be characterized by 

|z*+1-a:*l 
i i m T~k iTI? ^ ,!im Sk (L1°) 
k-*oo \\xK —XKl\\ k-*oo 

In particular, superlinear convergence arises, when 

k 
lim 6k = 0 . (1.11) 

+oo 

Proof. Let || • || denote a vector norm in IR". Then 

||xfc+1 - xk\\ = \\sk\\ =|| Mfc*)"1 \F(xk) - (F{xk~1) + M(x*~ V - 1 ) ] | 

l 

= J M{xk)-1 J [F'{xk-1 + t • s^1) - Mfc*"1))**-1«** J 

M(xfc)"1 / (F'{xk~x + t • s*"1) - JF'(xfc-1))sfc-1
< 

t=o 

+ J Mli1)-1^^"1)-^1"1))^"1 

Now, with Sk-i from (1.7), u)k-i from (1.9) and the Kantorovitch quantity 
(cf- [7], [4]) 

hk-X:=u;k_1\\s
k-1\\, (1.12) 

one concludes that 

P_ x t! , j [ = jl^Jji £ l|M(x')-'M(x'-)|| • (!**_, + 4-,) (1.13) 

From this, the result (1.10) and the condition (1-11) follow directly. • 

Remark . For the sake of clarity, note that the above theoretical characteri
zation is not affine invariant, unless <5jt = 0 for all iteration indices k. 
One is now ready to address the crucial question for an inexact Newton method 
more specifically: how should the sequence {«5*} be chosen in order to preserve 
the local convergence properties of the ordinary Newton method. A natural 
requirement will be that inner iteration errors should not dominate the effect 
coming from the nonlinearity of the problem. From the right-hand side of 
(1.13), this requirement can be formulated in terms of the local condition 

Sk<p-hk, p<\, (1.14) 
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where p is some safety factor to be specified in Section 2 below. Under this 
condition, (1.13) guarantees local quadratic convergence. Of course, the purely 
theoretical Kantorovitch quantities {hk} are computationally unavailable in re
alistic problems. They must be replaced by cheaply available computational 
estimates — compare Section 2 below. 

1.2 Global inexact Newton method 

The above local convergence results for the ordinary inexact Newton method 
cover the situation when a "sufficiently good" initial guess x° is available. In 
most nonlinear problems of interest, however, an algorithm will have to cope 
with "bad" initial guesses as well — or, at least, will have to find out whether 
a given initial guess a;0 is "sufficiently good" or "bad". In this situation, global 
Newton methods, which include a damping strategy, may be applied. In the 
above introduced notation, the associated iteration now reads 

a) M(xk)sk = -F(xk) 
' v ' y ' 1.15 

b) xk+1 := xk + Xks
k , 0 < Xk < 1 

in terms of a damping factor Xk. Assume now that condition (1.11) holds, hence 
formally M(x*) = F'(x*). Upon following the theoretical lines for global exact 
Newton methods (cf. [4]), one may derive the subsequent theorem to model 
global convergence of inexact Newton methods with damping strategy. 

Theorem 2 Let F : D C IR" -> IRn, F £ Cl(D), D open, convex. Assume x°, 
x* G D and x* unique solution of F in D with F'(x*) = M(x*) nonsingular. 
Moreover, assume that 

a) M(x) is nonsingular for all x £ D , 

b) the path-connected component Do o/G(x°|ir'(a;*)'"1) 

in x° is compact and contained in D , 

c) \F'{X*)-1(F'(U + S-V)-F'{U)) | |<5-w.| | t ; | | 

s € [ 0 , l ] , u + s-v<ED ( L 1 6 ) 

d) hi := u4sk\\ • \\F'(xk)-*F'(x*)\\ < oo for xk € D0 , 

e) r(xk) := F'(xk)sk + F(xk) , 

||FV)~M** 
HF'te«)-1^**) 

< 8.(xk) <8<1 for xk G D0 . 
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Then the damped inexact Newton iteration (1.15) with 

Afc € 
2 (1 -* . (** ) ) 

(1, e) e , minv_, 
hk 

forO<e<— (1.17) 
" i t 

converges globally to x*. An associated locally optimal damping strategy comes 
out to be 

{••^) K •= min I I , -* '-\ . (1.18) 

In addition, there exists an index ko > 0 such that 

XI = 1 for allk>k0. (1.19) 

The proof is omitted here — for details see [4]. In fact, the essence of Theorem 2 
can be obtained from the estimation 

\\F'(xT1F(xk + A**)|| < ( l - A(l - <5.(xfc)) + y ^ I F'WFix") | . 

(1-20) 
At this point the main idea of affine invariant global exact Newton methods 
may be recalled. One replaces the computationally unavailable Jacobian inverse 
_F'(a;*)-1 iteratively by F'(xk)~1. For global inexact Newton methods, one will 
additionally formally replace F'(x f c) -1 by an appropriate approximation in the 
framework of Newton-like methods. 

In order to fix notation, let Ax* denote the ordinary exact Newton correction 
and Ax the simplified exact Newton correction such that 

a) F'(xk)Axk = -F{xk) 

b) F'{xk)~Ex~k+l = -F(xk+1) *+i „ , . . . . ( L 2 1 ) 

Then the damped exact Newton iteration 

xk+1 := xk + \k&xk , 0 < \k < 1 (1.22) 

requires damping factors A* such that the so-called natural monotonicity test 

||Äx-*+1|| < ||Axfc|| (1.23) 

holds for k = 0,1, In a damped inexact Newton method (1.15), the closest 
approximation of the monitonicity test (1.23) will be 

P*+1H < 11**11 (1-24) 
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in terms of the simplified inexact Newton correction 

W(xk)sk+1 = -F(xk+l) . (1.25) 

Of course, the approximation ~M{xk) may well differ from the approximation 
M(xk) defined in connection with sk. The structure of the monotonicity test 
(1.24) is now analyzed in detail. 

Lemma 3 Notation as just introduced and assumptions of Theorem 1. Then 
the following estimate holds 

Pk+1\\ < P V T 1 ^ ) ! ! • {l-Hl-h) + \yhk)\\s
k\\ . (1.26) 

Proof. One follows standard lines of such proofs: 

sk+1 = -W(xk)-1(F(xk+1) - F{xk) - M(xk)sk) 

-M{xk) k\-i (1 - \)M{xk)sk + \(F'{xk) - M(xk))sk 

+ f (F'{xk + t-sk)-F'(xk))skdt . 
t = 0 

Upon inserting the quantities 8^ from (1.7), LOk from (1.9), and hk from (1.12), 
one will obtain (1.26). • 

The above result (1.26) inspires the locally optimal damping strategy 

1 C 

ÄT:=min ( l ,——-) , (1.27) 

which obviously is the local analogon of (1.18). Moreover, Lemma 3 permits 
one to extend condition (1.14) for A < 1: if one, once more, requires that inner 
iteration errors should not dominate the effect coming from the nonlinearity, 
then (1.26) leads one to the condition 

h<p\hk, p<\. (1.28) 

Clearly, for Xhk <C 1, i.e. for an inefficient damping strategy, the above criterion 
turns out to be rather restrictive. If, however, the "optimal" strategy Xk = \k 

is inserted, then (1.28) is equivalent to 

Sk < j j - , if h > - L - . (1.29) 
1 + p 1 + p 
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2. Derivation of the Algorithm 

The theoretical results of Section 1 are now applied to derive a global inexact 
Newton algorithm. The basic idea to be followed is to mimic an efficient global 
exact Newton algorithm — based on papers by DEUFLHARD [3] and by BOCK [1] 
— in terms of leading binary digits. The implementation of this basic idea means 
that the above theoretical quantities 6k and hk have to be replaced by cheaply 
available computational estimates. The global exact Newton methods due to 
[3], [1] are already based on the replacement of the Kantorovitch quantities hk 

by cheaply available computational estimates [hk] such that 

[h] < h . (2.1) 

Therefore, attention will first focus on the computational estimation of 6k. 

Let an iterative linear solver supply the ordinary inexact Newton corrections sk 

as approximations of the ordinary exact Newton corrections Axk. Then, in the 
notation of Section 1, the absolute error can be represented as 

\\sk - Ax*|| = \\M(xk)-1(<F'(xk) - M(xk))Axk\\ . (2.2) 

Assume now, replacing sk by Ax* in (1.7) and (1.8), that 

\\M(xk)-1(F'(xk) -M(xk))Axk\\ < 6k\\Axk\\ . (2.3) 

This is certainly reasonable for sufficiently small 6k < 1. Upon combining (2.2) 
and (2.3), one obtains 

lis* — Aa;*ll 
,Wls*<';

 (2-4) 

On the other hand, let the iterative linear solver yield a reasonable estimate of 
the relative error of the form 

ct := k ^ . (2.5) 

Then the quantities ekl 6k are connected by 

e* < sk < - Ü - . (2.6) 
1 + ek 1 - ek 

Hence, the matching strategy to be derived involves an appropriate control of 
the quantity ek. 

In order to perform the inexact natural monotonicity test (1.24) and to obtain 
the Kantorovitch estimates [hk], one needs to compute the simplified inexact 



Newton corrections sk+1 as approximations of the simplified exact Newton cor
rections Ax . Let  

6k+l- jFiTjj ^ 

denote the associated relative error to be obtained from the inner iteration. In 
order to be able to exploit Lemma 3, assume that 

ipWV)- 1 (M(xfc) - M(xfc)) || < 8k < 1 , (2.8) 

which implies that 

I I J W V ) - 1 ] ^ ) ! ! < - i = - . (2.9) 
1 -Ok 

On this basis, the difference between the formal Jacobian approximations M(x ) 
and M(xk) will be subsequently ignored. 

One is now ready to replace the purely theoretical locally optimal damping 
strategy (1.27) by its estimate 

^ T - • (-i 1 ~ i k 

a.) Ak :— min I 1, , [hk] , 
with (2-10) 

b) ek := . 
1 - e j t 

Observe that (2.6) implies 

4 < e* • (2.11) 

Moreover, an accuracy matching strategy can be derived from (1.28) and (2.11): 

ek <pxmxi{—-, [hk]\ . (2.12) 

This strategy turns out to have desirable properties. For \k = 1 in (2.10), one 
obtains 

b~k <£k < p[hk] < phk , 

which is just (1.14). For A* < 1, which implies 

hk > [hk] > 
1 + P' 

one obtains 

4^STT7'£'-IT2? <2 1 3> 
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which is (1.29). 

The derived matching strategy will lead to the following pattern of iterative 
behavior: as long as the outer iterates xk are still far away from the solution 
point x*, only few inner iterations are required to realize the Newton method 
with damping; once the outer iterates are close to x*, then the number of inner 
iterations increases superlinearly according to the superlinear convergence cri
terion (1.11). This structure is of basic importance both in terms of computing 
time and reliability of computations. 

As for the accuracy of the computational estimate [hk], the following result will 
be helpful. 

Lemma 4 Notation as introduced above. Assume that the inequalities 

[hk] <hk< 2 max ([/**], 1 - ek) , (2.14) 

hold. Then, with M(xk) = M(xk) and \k = Jl, inexact natural monotonicity 

\\sk+l\\ < \\sk\\ (2.15) 

is guaranteed. 

Proof. One starts from the estimate (1.26) with A = X^ as in (2.10). Let 
Xk < 1 first, so (2.14) implies hk < 2[hk]. Hence 

\s ! - ^ n ^ , iJl-Sfc)3 

<i-1irr(i-6k) + .. .. [hk]
 Vi Ufc;_I 2 [A*]2 "* 

^1 ~ ^ r r r (f* -6k)~i-\(ik- sk). 

For Xk = 1, (2.14) yields hk < 2(1 - ik), which implies 

\\sk+1\\ 

^rJ-<^ + \hk<l^(ik-8k). 

Upon recalling (2.11), the result (2.15) is confirmed. • 

With these preparations, the computational estimates [hk] can be studied in 
more detail. In [4] the a-priori estimate (for k > 0) 

[M := MZM . m < h (2,6) 
\\xk-xk i|| \\Ax \\ 
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has been defined as a slight modification of an earlier suggestion [3]. In [1], an 
a-posteriori estimate (for k > 0) 

2 1 | S W ( A ) - ( l - A ) A ^ | | 
I "*J A21| Aar* || ' K ' 

has been proposed based on a new trial iterate xk+1 — xk -f AAxfc. Up to now, 
these estimates have only been used to supply reasonable damping factors Â  
— repeatedly, if natural monotonicity is violated. In the present context, these 
estimates are additionally needed to control the required accuracy of the inner 
iteration. If one replaces 

Axk, ~Kxk —• sfc, s k , 

then approximation errors enter into the above estimates. Let 

_ | l ^ _ s * | | | | s*| | 

N := p r r p ^ i f • jjFjf (2-18) 
denote the approximate a-priori estimate and 

nr i 2 | |5*+*(A)-(1-A) a*| | 
[hk] Alii (2J9) 

the approximate a-posteriori estimate. Upon recalling the proof of Lemma 3 
and setting M(xk) = M(xk), the a-posteriori estimate (2.19) can be further 
analyzed to yield 

[h] <hk + ~^ (2-20) 

and, by insertion of (1.28) 

[hk)<(l+2p)hk, p<\. (2.21) 

In view of Lemma 4, the first binary digit in [hk] needs to be correct, which 
means to choose / ) < 1 sufficiently small. Observe that (2.13) for the boundary 
value p=\ implies 

4 < ek = | , ek - i , if Tk < 1 . (2.22) 

In words, more than two leading binary digits of accuracy are required in the 
ordinary inexact Newton correction sk. Upon asking for at least three digits, 
one obtains 

P < | => h < ek < \ , ek < I , if AT < 1 . (2.23) 
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An associated detailed analysis of the approximate a-priori estimate (2.18) 
would not lead to useful terms. There is, however, a very natural handling 
of the two estimates [Ilk] in combination with the inner iteration towards sk 

and sk+1. 

In principle, global Newton methods as outer iteration can be combined with any 
iterative solver as inner iteration. In order to construct an efficient combination 
of inner/outer iteration, the inner iterative solver is required to supply the (final) 
inexact Newton corrections together with a reliable estimate of their relative 

accuracy. Note that the final residual is not needed. Obtaining the relative 
errors, however, may involve some slight modifications of known methods. A 
recent presentation of some old and new iterative solvers is given in [5]. The 
structure of the global inexact Newton method inspires natural starting values 

for the inner iteration: for the iteration towards sk+1 one may take (1 — Xk)sk, 

for the iteration towards sk+l one may take lk+1. In both cases, only the 
contribution from the nonlinearity needs to be collected. Thus one may directly 
compute the terms 

a) Ssk :— sk -sk , 
1 2.24 

b) 6sk+l ~sk+l -{l-\k)s
k 

without cancellation of leading digits. At the same time, one may observe tha t 

\\Ssk\\ is required in the a-priori estimate (2.18), while | |6s f c+1 | | is required in 

the a-posteriori estimate (2.19). This fact can be easily exploited. 

First, assume tha t 5 := sk, X := Xk is given and 5 := sk+1, 6s := 8sk+1 must be 

computed. Let the inner iteration for s be written as 

a) s0:=(l-X)^ ( 2 2 5 ) 

b) 5,-+i := si + A, , 2 = 0 , 1 , . . . , 

which is equivalent to 

a) Slo — 0 

b) 6si+1 := Ssi + Ä7 , £ = 0 , 1 , . . . (2-26) 

c) 5,-+i := s 0 + 6si+i , i = 0,1,.... 

Let a (A; ) denote an estimate of the absolute error of both s and Ss. Then, upon 

recalling the requirements of Lemma 4 and (2.23), a reasonable termination 

criterion for the inner iteration towards 5<:+1 appears to be 

a ( 2 ^ < } m a x ( | | « 3 f , - + 1 | | | i | | 3 . - + 1 | | ) . (2.27) 
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This criterion guarantees sufficient accuracy of the a-posteriori est imate (2.19) 

and, at the same time, assures a satisfactory performance of the inexact mono-

tonicity test (2.15). 

Next, assume tha t I := sk is given and s :- sk, 8s := 8sk must be computed. 

In this case, the inner iteration may read 

a ) " ° : = " (2.28) 
b) 51+i := s{ + A,- , i = 0 , 1 , . . . , 

which is equivalent to 

a) 8s0 := 0 

b) 6si+1 :=8Si + Ai, i = 0 , l , . . . (2.29) 

c) si+1 := s0 + Ssl+1 ; i = 0 , 1 , . . . . 

Wi th a ( A , ) an estimate of the absolute error of both 5 and 8s, one ends up with 

the comparable criterion 

a(Ai) <\max (\\6s 

>'+l||' 2 I K + I II) • (2-30) 
This criterion guarantees sufficient accuracy of the a-priori est imate (2.18) — 

thus defining a first guess of the damping factor A^. If At < 1 and if the criterion 

(2.30) has been activated such that 

a ( A , - ) < | | | 5 i + 1 | | , (2.31) 

then the ordinary inexact Newton correction sk := s,-+1 is already sufficiently 

accurate. Otherwise, the inner iteration towards sk is continued until the re

quirement (2.12) is met — now, with a reasonable estimate [hk] at hand. 

For Afc = 1, an alternative device can be used. In this case, the exact Kan-

torovitch quantities are known to satisfy a majorant equation (cf. [7]) 

hk - | / i L i • • (2-32) 

One may therefore assume a similar bahavior for the estimates 

fo] = 3fo-il2. (2-33) 
which allows one to take the previous a-posteriori estimate [Ajt_i]. 

Summarizing, the damping strategy (2.10), where [hk] is replaced by [hk], can 
now be performed — just as in the exact Newton iteration. Numerical experi
ments with the thus derived algorithm will be presented elsewhere. 
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